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ABSTRACT 
 
Alavi management reforms and progress of the root and foundation for the Islamic community came   and 
hence, to advance comprehensive reforms, especially in the economic, Thought and planning to put its agenda 
and goals.  Major breeding programs that can Alavi management model for the advancement of society 
considered Can be found in the seven major and fundamental step,  As a general outline of programs, presented.  
The programs included: 
1 -discrimination in the treasury division; 
2- return the looted public assets; 
3- to prevent the emergence of large fortunes in the new government illegitimate; 
4- to secure the rights of citizens and non-believers to be safe and secure in their material life. 
5 - achieving the full realization of security and especially oppressed people. 
6 - Social Security and disability deprived. 
7- Earth work in construction and development; 
KEY WORDS: Management, Imam Ali, Alawi management, model development, treasury, social security  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

          Surely progress and reforms in the management of existing management Alavi between types of history is 
an exception  And it can be considered unique and V.  And the turning point of history considered.  The proof of 
this fact, given the widespread and abundant Thinkers and scholars of humanity, whether Shiite or Sunni. And 
even those outside of the administration (management) have been given short-lived but fateful   And from 
different angles verbal, political, historical, military and  Etc. have been studied and deliberation   And swarms 
of thought, and laid them before the Lord. 

Among these, one of the most important and exciting aspects of this rule That may be considered less  And 
at least some angles it does not split so well,  Alavi management programs in economic growth, Development, 
construction progress and efforts in eliminating pain and bloody ugly face of poverty in Islamic society  And 
creating a balanced society And free of deep class divide And reduce the depth and richness is poverty. Alavi 
management reforms and progress of the root and foundation for the Islamic community came   And hence the 
overall reform and development, Especially in the economic, Thought about   Goals and planning their own 
agenda and it was. 
Of progress and reform objectives 

Common questions and areas of public management, or being target by the  Government.  Some ideal state 
of a single person knew these people and some other expensive schools and political ideas,  Government acts as 
a means to some desired goals of human society brought   And the intrinsic value as unique individuals And 
mechanical instruments of government and man-made   Achieve the goals of their own. 

Government targets are seen as political thinkers from various perspectives. According to Aristotle, the 
true purpose of government is the good life. "John Locke" The government believed that "public good" or "the 
good of mankind" is.  "Adam Smith" on the idea that big government has three objectives;  First, the 
government and the country from foreign aggression or violence internationally;  Second, protecting people 
against injustice or oppression by the other members of society; Third: establish and maintain certain works and 
public institutions No individual or group who have no desire to create and maintain them. 

Alavi management is also seen on Imam Ali's apparent that what the management 
  And what the goals of good governance in developing And reform are enumerated. 
  In parts of the Treaty of Malek Ashtar Nahj the purposes specified. For example, Imam (AS) in one of his 
speeches, the supplication of God within him: 

God! You know that our goal of rebellion, Love and the pursuit of power is increasing world commodity 
In order that the signs only religion where you were Back You build up and reform and progress in the cities, 
Your oppressed servants to be safe You have to be brought about waste. "In terms of general themes The stated 
goals of reform and progress Alavi management In his view can be classified as such: 
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1- revival of religion and the rites and ordinances, and regulations governing the provision of divine and 
religious backgrounds; 
2- dismantling of intrigue and corruption and to establish Salah and purity and peace and intimacy and rejection 
of corruption and corrupt elements; 
3- support the oppressed and deprived of servants, who spent their lives by God's gold and diminished force and 
deception has been violated; 
4 -brought about the divine conspiracy and unrestrained abandonment of oppressive rulers and without belief is 
pulled down 

The expression of some of the objectives of reform and progress can be named Management measures 
Alavi That could be an appropriate model in the Islamic community: 
1-Preparation of an infrastructure and material and spiritual life of believers. 
2- securing the rights of citizens and non-believers to be safe and secure in their material life. 
3 -security and advocated the rights of oppressed people in particular. 
4- to organize and empower the community and the country's economic system to run properly. 

In other words, the Imam (AS) Malek Ashtar duties as director of the Alawite government managers have 
expressed Collecting tribute, Egyptian Jihad with its enemies, its reform and development and prosperity to the 
people of Egypt. "Referring to the command   Can be part of the Alavi management Aslahty goals: 

 Community economic discipline, security, attention to growth and reform, training and people 
development, prosperity and the country's general welfare. 

 
The issue of collecting taxes and tribute obtained, The owner of the Treaty, a strong emphasis on 
government efforts to produce and are civil. Imam (AS) stated: "O Malik! Tribute to the Civil Byndysh Earth. 
Should know that anthrax is not only to the Civil And that civil, falls back to the tribute, Balad will be destroyed 
and its people, wastes And soon the foot comes in few words. " 

Part II: development and policy reforms in areas  
Over 25 years of heart-rending  Prophet (PBUH) was not passed, the political system and the Caliphate system 
of many pests and diseases, ill and frail had been hard.  And the trees green and firm to the Prophet (pbuh) had 
been planted, Now in the year 35 AH was so yellow and pest  Muslims, the main problem they saw in their  And 
they thought;  If he accepts the reform,  Should it began.  Those who understand the Prophet had Leadership 
style or at least the past two caliphs   All had Saw the displacement of social values . Points above criteria and 
that the Holy Prophet had been based on virtue   Arab and Ajam virtue,   Black and white So strongly reject and 
deny the teachings of Islam was,   One after another were to be forgotten   And exchange rates based on false 
and wrong because of being Arab,  Qureshi and that was the Umayyad.  (Mslakhlyfh Second, the Quraysh Arabs 
on the Arab and non Arab, non-Quraysh preferred way of non-Arab and Arab Quraysh had no right to take the 
girl) Economic resources and political will based on the distribution  Government agencies and key positions,  
Tribe was located in a particular And economic facilities and treasury rates based on self-made stained and 
Innovation,  The split was unfair.  Corruption, discrimination, and the emergence of a rich tribe,  And a 
subordinate and impoverished tribe, Islamic Society of the major problems was that day that the deviation from 
the traditional political system and way of life had emerged Nabavi. The gap between rich and poor, every day 
was deeper Called some of his   Caliphate and practitioners to seek wealth and luxury and aristocratic life were 
given mass.   (For example, the class took the life of the community.  The division of property to those who had 
participated in Badr Five thousand dirhams and Ahad four thousand dirhams and in trench 3 thousand dirhams 
to 200 dirhams, and the women in Prophet 10 thousand dirhams and Aisha did exception provided 12 thousand 
dirhams.) His sermon on the part of the problem created Shqshqyh   Period mentioned in the previous caliphs 
and said: 

"Governors before me had done in their opposition to the Prophet (PBUH) did  While the opposition had 
intentionally   And broke his promise  And tradition, he changed  And if people are forced to leave the 
judgments made  And on the situation, as the Prophet (PBUH) was the  They are scattered on the back of 
Lshkryanm Grdandm If he stayed only a few followers or necessity of excellence and leadership of my book, 
God and the majestic Saint Prophet (PBUH) was known. It was announced to the people Innovation is 
recommended that the congregation in prayers, Some of my troops who fought, Heritable cry: Life became a 
tradition in Islam We are open from Ali Ramadan prayer is recommended. Surely they feared riots in the corner 
of army. Divide this nation and obedience to leaders of the error you get along? " 

Part III: Progress and Reform in Practice The next day, homage   Nineteenth day of Thee Al-Hijja 35 ...  
Imam (AS) took over the pulpit Deprived and anxious crowd, His first act of the new caliph,   Vkastn 
community suffered deprivation in progress And against the owners of wealth windfall,  Heard with their ears. 
Perhaps he did not xpect,  With this speed, the first step toward progress and justice done and installment,  Very 
critical and risky step that many of the influential House wishes to rocked   And asked them to challenge the 
new government.  These steps can be more important and fundamental principle of action,  As a general outline 
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of the program, presented Comprehensive model that can be designed for the advancement of society.   The 
programs included: 
1 - Elimination of Discrimination 
2 – elimination of poverty and poor social security and disability 
3 - equality in the division of public funds 
4 - Forfeiture windfalls 
5 - Road construction and development efforts on the ground 
  To achieve fundamental policy And general objectives governing the programs listed, 
  But it's great way to see and study them, Sire, there is no practical and executive guidelines. 
1-Elimination of Discrimination 

The principal policy of destroying scores was unjust and cruel In the shadow of the founder of the Caliphs 
was not considered wrong, and was formed in previous years, And gradually,  Has exceeded the limit set in the 
offices   And accordingly to taste  And looted the treasury and the class gap was growing.  The law offices and 
give it your all that was left behind from the previous caliph, Will disappear and with it, the rich will be cut. :  
And public property in the hands of the rich prevented. So that his many friends and relatives   And the heads of 
the companions of the Prophet (sawa) and therefore lost. It is said that two women with Imam Ali (AS) came 
And the poverty and the poor. The Imam is on you to speak properly, can help you. Then the man sent to market 
to buy food for them and the shirt and give each of them a hundred dirhams. 

  One of the two women opened lips to protest, said:  I am an Arab, while another woman is Mvaly,  Why 
should we be treated equally? Imam replied:  I read the Koran and it was a good reflection, Where did that even 
as the wing of a mosquito   Ismail children over the children of Isaac are given above. 

. When I had the financial planning division, said: Adam gave birth to neither slave nor slave, God, all are 
free ... Finance is now with me and I will never difference between white and black, and it will somehow equal. 
Respecting equality between Arab and Ajam, was not something that is intolerable for Arabs. My sister Hani 
Imam Ali (as) was Imam for getting Sh Pada and gave him twenty dirhams. I also Ajami bondwoman Hani 
Imam and the Imam to give him twenty dirhams. Honey, when I learned of this, became angry and went against 
Imam. 

Imam replied that he was against   In the Quran, superiority over the Arabs Ajam is seen.    Emigrants and 
the Ansar said to the Imam in the other place Tribute to someone that will not unduly  And "equality between 
black and white will act."   Of fair dealing with and Ajam Mvaly Mtsbany because the protest was Qeys Ashs 
bin.   When I was on the pulpit, shouted Ashs : This white Mvaly overcome us have   You and your seest. "  Ali 
was angry that he  And Ibn Svhan said today that it will be the basis of the Arab and prestige.  Ali (AS) said:  
Thick limbs of the people who punish me until noon on his bed when he is excused Ghltnd   While ethnic 
nightlife side of his bed are empty?  They disown me say that I'm the wicked.  Oath to those who grow grain  
And organisms created  That Muhammad was heard saying: You swear to God they (Arabs) will take As 
religion was open to them in the beginning you'll have to become religious. Zby Mghyrh says: "Ali (AS) and to 
try not to talk to their favorite Mvaly kind of life but they will hate and avoid. »  Among the poems of  Poem in 
negating the effect of race And discrimination in human dignity and divine:  Thy life that people value not only 
to his religion, And you should not rely on the release of Lo ancestry.   Salman the Persian supremacy of Islam 
gave up idolatry while Abvlhb disdained. » 

Due to the poor and disabled, not only Muslims, religious minorities such as compassion Nsranyan but 
pamper the Muslims were involved. Is a refinement of Alahkam: aging and blind beggar who passed through, 
the sensitivity was raised Amir, asked: What's this? Responded, or Amir, are Christians. He had to be killed, he 
was working, now aged and old by forbid ye him? He can spend on the treasury. "New management by Ali (AS) 
was the founder,   The mission and its obligation to reduce suffering in the poor visibility   And he firmly 
believes   That fighting poverty and addressing people's social rights Religious duty to society and good 
progress against its governor that cannot be silent   And it eschews, As Hazrat Amir (AS) said part of the 
sermon Shqshqyh      
I swear to fission and the man who created the content,  If the people did homage 
Nasser was not by proof with  And if that was not the covenant of God, scholars have been Bargy that 
overeating and abdominal oppressors and oppressed Rmqy slow starvation, and sit down for realI let the string 
Caliphate And the same starting and ending knew  And when he pulled aside his past And did you know that 
this world of little value to me is sneezing of a goat. » 
3 - equality in the division of public funds 
The Prophet said:  Prophet of Allah (SAW) what was in the treasury shall be divided 
  And what's not for tomorrow And also as Abu Bakr.  But the final word in this case, another took his life   
Office and the Court made Treasury shall be divided by the annual 
  Ie the property stays in the treasury until next year.  But as the Prophet of Allah (PBUH) is the behavior that I 
can act. In another narration that Hazrat Amir (AS) every Friday all treasury share and they did sweep the floor   
He collapsed and water. 
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  Since then two knees in prayers   And addressed to the treasury and said: 
  "If the testimony of the resurrection that I did not belong to Muslims in my imprisonment. » 
Once the property of Isfahan, with the Prophet came to Kufa.  They were the bread and the bread of the property 
had seven parts,  In Kufa were like seven tribes and drew lots, 
  17 of the property to the tribe and the bread was an exception. Shby says: 
"I saw the front of the mosque of Kufa ali (AS) on the pile of gold and silver stand and does away with the club  
To enable them to share Then all the gold and silver fist fist between his division heads towards Kufa  Nothing 
left to  And went to his home While the battle with no money 

Narrator says: I was a child  Before my father came And I saw today, the best people or the most foolish. 
He asked: Who? I Ali (AS).Flow that was seen  I quoted for my father. 
My father cried and said: I seen the best people. "One day Hazrat Amir (AS) will flock to the Malek Ashtar   
The people who run away from me   And the trend towards Al. Malik said: Amir O Almvymnyn, The division 
of the people of Kufa, Relationship with the people of Basra; While we agree with them.  But they differed, and 
their enmity with each other  And intentions were weak Your true fans were low;  They treat you just like the  
View and to act right and honorable and fair dealing to Vzy thou  Sharif did not Vzy for you to excel. The group 
of those who were upset with the justice of this. While the rich and people to deal with Al   Garlic will keep 
them there And I unto the world are eagerly  Is less transmittable and is oblivious to the world.  So if you afford 
this property and forgiveness thou  People do unto you desire  And you are benevolent  You are special and their 
friends. What do you bring God's  And to smite the enemy   And ineffective snare and lure them back  And 
dispersed to their jobs. Allah is Informed of what ye do. 

Enough of the praise and Sanaei Prophet of Allah said:  But what we just told of Allah said :Whoever does 
good deeds  Both for themselves and to the disadvantage of his own evil  Does not allow any injustice to the 
Lord and His servants. "Failed in what I'm told I'm afraid.  And they told what is right for heavy people And the 
Lord knows we leave They did not give us that due to oppression and went looking for something, 
  But the world is going through. But what of the charity's property and told we cannot handle characters Who 
give to the treasury more than his due. 

 
4 - Forfeiture windfalls 

Amir (pbuh) only modify the last distribution  Knew enough not to organize economic future,  But 
believed   Osman's wealth unjustly, which apply to this and it has been granted,  Must return to the treasury 
coffers. Osman large sums of public money to family and friends and acquaintances who gave their  And 
thereby,  With their consent, 
  The firm will base its government;  So much land from the public treasury would be unfair divide between 
certain individuals  And sometimes certain khums spoils of conquest together gave one of his relatives.  Hazrat 
Ali (pbuh) to our company as soon as the caliphate,  All land that Osman had assigned to it,  I read it and restore 
it to the treasury issued.  Text ruling is to identify historic resources 

Be aware! Every piece of land that belongs to God whose gift of Osman, 
Muslims will be returned to the treasury.  What can not warrant the truth that the years have not been 
implemented,  The judgment will become void.  If the property is distributed in cities, It "to the treasury coffers" 
who am open;  Rights because the opening is  And whoever does not bear the right implementation, Injustice 
suffered will be harder for him. 

And the emphasis he said: By Allah, even if these assets were to find a cab or with women,  Bondwoman 
purchased or been scattered in cities, They returned to the skirt, no other nation  The truth is that tolerance and 
openness And every one of the bottleneck occurs, the more injustice, suffering becomes a bottleneck. " 

In the aftermath of the policy declared by Amir (pbuh),  Many leaders of Bani Umayyads,   Osman, who 
already owns and Alvfy Laf were  Began to glow; 

First, he wanted not to confiscate their wealth,  But strong opposition and harsh treatment of Influence 
them in the honorable character And undermine the will to make them hopeless.  Thus, some of his territory, 
escaped and joined Al And others remained in the noble sovereign   Gary began to hinder and intrigue. For 
example, a document that will be left behind in this case: 

In the first days of Caliph Amir, 
  Marwan ibn al-As, and Walid bin Qbh judgment and Saeed ibn Abi Myt, 

Children of heads of three of the Umayyads, Muslims in the Ottoman treasury was looted,  He came with  And 
his allegiance to the Amir of the confiscated property was subject to refuse;  They said: We shall do homage;  
But the condition that we've accumulated what Nstany Regardless of what is in our hands and thou. 
On the basis of his own right,  God knew that the property belongs to the Muslim general,  In answer he said:  
But not confiscate your savings, I do my duty to God Nstanm open.  About forgive what happened to your hand 
About something that belongs to the justice of God and Muslims, Opening and will bring you comfort. " 
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Amir (pbuh) knew  People like Waleed and Marwan Saeed and elements are the transgressors  And no it is 
not unlikely because of his anger,For the government to correct the problem,But these justifications did not 
force them to neglect and compromise; Also give even one step back And take no notice,Even in ordinary 
speech against known;  In the House, at the end of his talk, he addressed them:"If you feel back to your main 
home."  With Al, ie, "." Perhaps the strength of the philosophy of Ali (pbuh), 
This is the confiscation of windfalls  People who are accustomed to usury And accustomed to the excesses,  If 
the Islamic government to be accountable  And unable to recompense their deeds,I will not sit down for their 
greed  Plunder of public property and will And every day, and other healthy parts of the financial community 
Towards corruption and theft and will lead to encroachments on the public treasury. 

Imam the returning illicit wealth To the public treasury and giving it to the right owners 
  Argued that with the passage of time and during the nullifying rights cannot be 
  This right cannot be justified and the person who has long since passed due, 
  Deprived of their legitimate right.   In the second day of homage, Treasury also announced a general policy to 
return illegal assets   And said: Know the thiol and forgiveness of God that I had of Osman,  Will be refunded to 
the public treasury. " 

Interestingly, the Imam (AS) and the government just announced its program, and divine judgment, did not 
suffice.  But immediately after it launched  Osman seized the sword and armor in the first stage  And any decent 
weapons and camels that were found in Khalifa's house,  Issued.  Imam (AS) with equality policy and illegal 
confiscation of property,  Paved the way to achieve real economic reform  Chains and showed open contempt 
for  And inferiority of the hands and feet, poor people and poor mass 
And maintain their human dignity,  No tolerance to the tolerant and does not apply. 
5 - Construction work on the welfare and prosperity 

Economic prosperity, development and land And bases its fifth government in improving economic and 
community development Alavi, Policymakers to inhabit the earth,  People's livelihoods and was given cash to its 
potential. With the implementation of these policies play out various programs and facilities that the government 
had 
Would be educated. The issue of what, Point of theoretical and intellectual basis of such policies is vital, Find 
the answer to this question Does this look to the world Due to the expansion of water and soil and prosperous 
land, but may be necessary and proper?  And material welfare of people thought it would be?  Whether the 
man's passing, Temporary and unstable world sees and soda in the Hereafter, Has become the bread and water, 
or others thought to be Furthermore, given that the majority of people, Enough in their material life drowned 
 And the world is full of secularist and Dnyakhvahany That will help the prosperity of this world, Whether this 
is right Material life is that I eat And the desire to change lives and livelihoods to organize their affairs to be 
And sorrow in their hearts have Shftgy circumstances? 
Pretext of piety and cut ties to the world  I did not stop the work day and night. 
  His work was not sick and tired  And agriculture, Spade, who was engaged to irrigate 
  And showed virtually  Work for the construction and development of land and construction effort,  Attached 
does not contradict to the world  And what is bad for the believers and the virtuous and the alien is considered,  
Because they belong to the world than it is having and mania  Otherwise work in the world and cultivating the 
land with the right intentions and motives of human rational and just done,  And happiness of the hereafter is the 
same conduct.  Is quoted in the story;Imam (AS) had to pass with a backpack load of palm kernel,  Asked: O 
Abul Hasan, what with you? He said: If Allah wills, Thousand Palms compassionate. And planting of them all 
with his powerful hands.  Even during the caliphate, Of their agricultural wage in Medina, Their livelihoods and 
their families will be provided,  While many of them gave to the poor  And shall be dedicated and gave alms. 
 Relative to the welfare of the social classes Or at least reduce the gap between poor and rich people of Kufa, 
stated thus Who cannot be found in Kufa not pamper And the battle over welfare, 
  Even the lowest class of people, whole wheat bread is Khvrakshan  And has a shelter and housing  Which will 
be comfortable and drinks water from the Euphrates. " The government is successful  On three problems in a 
short time and blatantly bread and water and housing, Overcome for the most deprived their citizens,  At least in 
the central government, proper food, shelter and potable water provided  And the Euphrates water which was 
located at a great distance from Kufa,  Using very simple tools fourteen centuries ago, has moved to this city;  
The high state of efficiency in the construction of Alavi  And the welfare of the country's prosperity and civil. 
 
Conclusions 

 
          Expressed in the contents above conclusion is reached Alavi management and improvements in the 
welfare and comfort of society.  One of the priorities under this management, Suitable for the particular model 
of government that can come  Innocence and purity of love and passion for the inmate.  Certainly we can say 
Public to address poverty, Housing jobs Married young and clean areas of this land 
But Ali is way modeling of high management.  
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